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Abstract — This paper presents the first steps of an endeavor
for defining and applying equalization among code artifacts. This
equalization process is defined as code synchronization. First,
meaning of the code synchronization has been explained, and also
the constraints on the synchronization as a process have been
analyzed. On the following, four major necessary abilities for
realizing a code synchronization mechanism have been identified.
Two of the four abilities that are identified as necessary for
creation and application of the previously defined
synchronization process have been discussed. Lastly conclusions
from these discussions have been underlined.
Index Terms — Code Synchronization, Software Evolution,
Automated Software Engineering, Change Extraction

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the realities during software development is the
change in existing code structures. From the beginning of the
development process, there is constant attempt to change the
code bodies. Therefore, software is defined as an evolving
structure [1]. The complexity of the relations among code
artifacts are affected in different levels. These effects are
dependent to the nature of relation that defines these structures
from these changes. It is claimed that these effects can be
traced and analyzed [2].
At the first phases of software development, most of the
effort is spent on the documentation and the design of the
project [3]. On later phases of development, the design began
to lack the consistency with the changes of the implementation
level. As it can be seen from the literature review of [4], these
consistency issues can manifest itself throughout the
development process in many forms. Identification and
resolution of these changes are resolved by using mechanisms
that provide traceability on code artifacts, and analysis of
impact from the changes on related code and model. This
impact of change is studied in software structures that are
designed in object oriented architecture in various prior studies
[4].
Beyond keeping consistency and maintenance of evolving
software, if one’s aim is to create an equivalent of a code body
in one domain to a corresponding another domain, then the
requirements are in need of a research. This attempt of
applying an equalizing process can be defined as
“synchronizing” the code bodies. Thus, we can define “code
synchronization” process as bringing a unified form to a code

body. This requires understanding the structure of the code.
Moreover, it can be claimed that such a structure is also the
equivalent of the model of the code [5].
As explained in [6], Modeling is a concept which has many
forms in daily practices. If one were to think the entities around
us according to our perception, it can be said that their defining
features could be described differently. We can call these
descriptions as the idealized form of an entity, where ‘idea’ is
also an entity by itself. Moreover, if these entities obtained
behavior or properties, they can be defined as owning a system
or a part of the system which includes a sub-system. Thus,
systems that cover other sub-systems are acting like abstract
forms with sub-behavioral steps. These steps form a workflow
which realizes the abstract behavior.
As in Meta Model concept, it is significant to point that for
modeling it is the architectural background that carries such an
abstract definition of a system, where this abstraction is the
‘idea’ of designed entity, such as a domain specific language
(DSL) [7]. Using this idea, we can create logical definitions of
the perceived systems, such as new domain languages that are
modeled on a Meta Model level. These Meta Models are then
applied to a framework as the grammar of the created language.
Apparently, this is true for all systems that apply object
oriented architecture. Objects are defined with methods and
attributes that they own, as it is defined in object oriented
modeling standards. Their relations are defined in layers of
abstraction, where every object is a class definition and a class
is the scheme which holds the blueprint of the object, and this
schemes can be traced among correspondent code bodies [8].
Therefore, it can be stated that a model of the code body and
the architecture that it depends implicitly forces a definable,
comparable form to code bodies that are created in object
oriented design. Bringing equivalent form and behavior to code
bodies requires extracting such limitations, expected situations
and exception situations.
It can be said that “synchronization” or “code
synchronization” is born out of a process that occurs between
evolving structural states of corresponding code bodies. Such
an attempt tries to bring an equalized state among compared
code bodies. Moreover, these code bodies can have different
design structures. They can be acting as a model scheme or a
source code body in their relation as correspondents.
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Such a synchronization process has to be configured in
order to behave the way that is desired. This necessity is born
because two states of compared code bodies can achieve a
synchronized relation in various ways. Such ways includes e.g.
loss of information to bring an equalized form, partially
equalizing code bodies to each other, a complete equalization
by generation of all corresponding elements. Therefore,
behavior of the synchronization process is a key factor that
determines the outcome.
For implementation of the synchronization process in the
target development environment, a synchronization mechanism
has to be tailored. Thus, it is a necessity to identify the research
topics and related techniques for realizing such a mechanism.
II. DEFINING NECESSARY ABILITIES FOR REALIZING
SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISM
Defining synchronization as a process requires identifying
the abilities that is necessary to catch the changes on the code
bodies. Therefore, in order to find the necessary abilities for
synchronization attempts, five major issues have been
analyzed. These five issues are:
 How to relate the correct code parts to each other?
 How to generate the equivalent code in correlated code
domains?
 How to understand the changes on the code domain?
 How to understand which part to change in order to
reflect the changes on corresponding domain?
 How to conduct the synchronization implementation
decision?
Each issue has been studied and linked to a solution. First
issue is related to traceability of code artifacts. Second issue is
related to generation ability, and it depends on the functional
relation and semantic relation of the code bodies. Third and
fourth issue is a matter of understanding the impact of changes
from one or more code artifacts to correlated code artifacts.
Finally, the fifth issue must be solved via introducing a
behavior analysis method which is used in predicting the
outcome of a synchronization implementation, thus setting an
expected behavior.
Though a behavioral analysis, synchronization attempt is
calculated before its implementation, which gives a holistic
outcome of the attempt. Thus, these calculations act as the
decision maker or – the brain – of synchronization mechanism.
This decision making process is necessary for avoiding
undesired outcomes and realization of desired synchronization
behavior, which leads to the correct implementation.
A. Required Abilities for Realizing Synchronization Mechanism
From the five major issues of synchronization, a
synchronization mechanism can be summarized in four abilities
as listed below.
 Tracing Ability: It is used in relation of code parts and
storing or extracting this relation information
 Change Notification Ability: It understands and notifies
about the changes on related code bodies.
 Generation Ability: It checks whether if equivalent
code can be generated, also implements the decided



behavior.
Decision Making Ability: It analyzes the whole process
and decides the outcome and implementation decision.

B. Identifying Required Sub-Mechanisms for Achieving
Necessary Abilities
As a result of such a classification, a field research has been
conducted, and existing solutions for the identified necessary
abilities have been studied.
For tracing ability, traceability mechanisms have been
overviewed and studies that are found to be in similar grounds
and studies that have suggested interested solutions to
synchronization issues have been analyzed.
For change notification ability, studies that are interested in
impact of change and analysis have been aggregated and
interesting results have been noted.
For generation ability and for decision making ability,
further research will be conducted. However, they are not
included in this paper.
III. DISCUSSION ON TRACEABILITY FOR SYNCHRONIZATION
There are hardships of creating and maintaining
traceability. It is mostly because the need for knowledge
gathering and sharing in a setting where dependent bodies and
mechanisms work together leads to a chaos on the mechanic
demands [9]. Depending on the complexity of the technique,
one can enhance the abilities of the traceability mechanisms.
One repeating issue in traceability solutions is that,
traceability mechanisms end up being forced to solve
inconsistency that occurs on tracing code itself. This occurs
because of differences in compared structures, and software
evolution phase of tracing code itself. Such findings, and also
solution suggestions for these issues that are aimed for both
collection and maintenance of traceability information, have
been reported in [10].
Moreover, a tracing mechanism can be realized with
internal information storage design or external information
storage design. In the research of [11], it is suggested that there
are advantages to use external traceability mechanisms over
internal tracing mechanisms. In their study, it was stated that
internal storage of traceability links means to store the tracing
links on target domains. This approach causes:
 If the link is directed and stored in the source model
only, it is not visible from the target model.
 If traceability information is stored in the both models,
then this information must be maintained for
consistency.
 Adding internal links to code may cause too much
inclusion of secondary importance code parts, thus
creating readability problems.
 Additional internal traceability links can cause
breaking the natural form of code domain.
On the other hand, external traceability systems are claimed
to have advantages as:
 Code pollution, which makes readability harder
because internal traceability links, is avoided.
 It is easier to extract data and maintain the links on
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automated mechanisms.
In order to create an external traceability mechanism, it
is required to have referenced models with unique
identifiers.
There is a particular guiding source that was found during
this research. In his study in surveying various traceability
techniques [2], Schwarz addressed the six different problem
domains that traceability mechanism aimed to bring solutions.
These are:
1) Definition: defining the target domain to establish
traceability
2) Identification: discovering relations of artifacts in target
domain
3) Recording: how to keep track of the trace relations
4) Retrieval: how to access to related artifacts using the
chosen record technique
5) Utilization: additional editing and management utilities
for tracing mechanisms.
6) Maintenance of traceability relationships: how to reestablish lost trace records.
By these classifications, we can structure the necessary
mechanical requirements for synchronization attempt.


B. Studies aimed to create and maintain traceability via
analysis in context of code
In the work of [12], researchers had worked on
synchronizing the use case models (UCMs) with
implementation models, thus creating a model-to-model
traceability mechanism. Researchers aimed to keep abstract
system model of UCMs and implementation model which is
defined by unified modeling language (UML) in synch. Since
implementation model is matched by the Java Source Code, the
mechanism is also able to keep the abstract model updated
through java source code. Moreover, implementation model
can be inferred from the Java Code and then matched to the
UCMs.
Another approach comes from the work of [13]. In this
work, objects in object oriented design paradigm have been
defined as evolving. In order to catch the difference that occurs
as the development continues, a similarity catcher has been
proposed. This mechanism cleans the noise on the code
artifacts and processes the source code to derive a conclusion
about the similarity of the code artifacts. A matcher mechanism
with maximum similarity approach is used in iterations to catch
the matching pairs.
An alternative perspective to traceability creation can be
found in [9]. In this work, code context is revealed via
questioning the developers and inferring the desired relations.
This approach is unique in its narrative that traceability
creation is left to developer’s answers in creating a context
relation graph. Developers are perceived as the main attention
for the framework. However, this study is aimed to trace usecases to code artifacts. Therefore, this approach can be seen as
a specific domain solution.
A study that appeared on the scene as one of the early
approaches to traceability problem came from [14]. In his
approach, Egzyed tests the user scenarios versus

implementation for the project. Via a comparison mechanism
that was suggested to fit the requirements, it was aimed to
create links from model to source code.
C. Studies aimed to create traceability links via lightweight
links
In the work of [15], researchers have proposed a plug-in for
Eclipse Platform. In the Plug-in, they aimed to present
similarity level between identified source code identifiers. In
this case, instead of traceability links, mechanism tries to match
the similarity from the key identifiers on the code.
In the work of [5], researchers have developed a DSL
language in order to trace the related artifacts during the
evolution of the software, such as documentation and
corresponding source code. In order to achieve this, they used a
mapping technique which they call “feature maps”. These maps
are composed via tiny code statements in annotation. This links
are used in a revision control system. This revision control
system is similar to a version control system; it uses the
comparison mechanism that is also used in UNIX file systems.
In [16], use of XML to create the traceability framework
has been analyzed and developed. In brief, textual files have
been transformed to XML language representations. Though
these representations, any model can be traced to the each
other. XML language representations act as a common and
comparable form. This technique resembles XML schema use
in Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [17]. In EMF, object
specifications are converted to XMI, and later linked to
corresponding source code. Xtext also uses XMI in order to
link the rules and constraints that cannot be defined just by
using the EMF models.
Another XML based approach to traceability was [3],
which uses XML based lightweight links to create a feature
mapping which is similar to approach in [5]. They also
emphasize the need for internal structural requirements for
traceability via links. According to this study, the most suitable
condition for a traceability link to work is a fine-grained design
with syntactic differencing. This is an expected outcome, since
a major problem for lightweight links are losing their mapped
relations during software evolution [18]. Controlling the
consistency of such lightweight link approaches causes
additional maintenance problems during the evolution of the
software projects. These problems are addressed in various
researches, such as [2], [13], [16].
IV. DISCUSSION ON CHANGE IN CODE ARTIFACTS FOR
SYNCHRONIZATION
Tracing mechanisms alone cannot be sufficient to ensure
the realization of the synchronization ability. This is because of
the need to understand the impact of change that will occur on
the artifacts. This impact greatly varies among the artifacts.
Many researchers focus on the impact of change in various
forms. Thus, for synchronization mechanisms, another step for
realization of the synchronization is to understand the impact of
change and making a decision for required change on other
related parties which is affected by the change.
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From the perception of this research, impact of change has
been constructed in two major concepts. These are the
comparison of artifacts, and the initialization of analysis.
All kind of change analysis types need a comparative
relation to some other form of information that is related to
either some form of itself or another information block that it
can relate. This step, which is simply referred as comparison of
artifacts, is similar to implementations in version control
mechanisms or repository control mechanisms, such as Control
Versioning System (CVS), Apache Maven Project, or GitHub
Service. However, in a mechanism such as EMF Compare, one
can see implementation for general comparison systems that
can relate to any form of supported models; in this case, ECore
models. However, the impact of change analysis capabilities of
such repository analysis alone is not sufficient for artifact
comparison for synchronization among code artifacts from
different roles and structures.
As mentioned before, second aspect for impact of change
analysis is the initialization of the analysis. This is interested
with the time that the comparable information forms for code
artifacts are compared to each other. This is important because
it directly refers to what versions the mechanism has been
analyzed. Incorrect selection for time of analysis will lead to
false or unusable results.
From the studies of De Lucia, Fasano and Oliveto [10], one
can conclude that, for the impact of change analysis, it is
important to consider:
 Compared states
 Time of Analysis
 Deriving correct decision
 Implementation of Decision
Moreover, it was stated that the analysis of impact of
change and traceability are interrelated to each other [10].
For this research, one of the most influential studies was
[19]. In this study, Omori and Maruyama presented their
findings on a plug-in for Eclipse IDE. This plug-in is called
“OperationRecorder”. Omori and Maruyama’s aim was to
develop a mechanism that stores the individual changes that
occur while software development. They present three key
points in their research:
1) Instead of comparing two code bodies to each other, such
as versions in repositories, they create ASTs from successfully
compiled code files. These ASTs are then related to an edit
history of an individual item. Thus, they create the possibility
to reverse individual items to a form where they can be
successfully compiled again.
2) They try to implement a mathematical mechanism to
decide whether if the AST items are related to each other.
They use a similarly catcher mechanism which is based on the
offsets of the entities by scoring them from an initial start
where editing began until the current AST item. This creates
the possibility to find relations in complex modifications in the
code body. However they have concerns about the success
rates in high complexities. This seems especially true for text
that was both modified and replaced.

3) They warn the users for possible performance hindering
on IDE’s computation speed.
Thus, study of Omori & Maruyama displays relations
between the code elements in an individual code entity. There
are also studies that implemented additional abilities on
findings of [19] in [20]. This enhancement is achieved by
adding an annotation mechanism that can be used by
developers to insert editing information for clustering the
editing records in correct order, thus creating a finer result in
catching changes. However, in case where editing record is not
available, there is also a methodology that can extract the
editing information from two versions of related ASTs. This
method has been constructed by [21]. This approach requires a
hierarchic order, and thus fits to the nature of ASTs. A study
that targets to use this method exists in [18].
On the other hand, in [22] they have focused on classes, and
they have developed a mechanism which uses vector-space
comparison computations. In this kind of comparison, two
classes are syntactically analyzed to create vector values
according to identified text that is repeated in the class. In the
research of [22], we can see two main results:
1) Vector-space computation does not have the capability to
map code elements (properties and operations), but rather
creates heuristic comparison results via matching code entities
(classes). Code elements can be added, removed, changed but
they represent a smaller scale of impact to a class consistency,
as described in [23]. For a code entity, impact of changes on
the class identification itself has larger impact.
2) Possible evolutionary path of a code entity has been
presented. There are seven possible change behaviors for a
class. These are defined as: Replacement, Extraction, Merge,
Split, Merge into a new class, Recombine, and Recombine into
new classes.
Additional to comparison methodology at the level of code
elements, and comparison methodology among code entities;
there is a need for a methodology for comparison among
entities of different modeling forms for complete coverage of
synchronization attempts. An important influence to solve these
cases is studied in [24]. In their work, they propose a technique
to create a XML representation for comparing models and
source code via a difference catcher method that is commonly
used in versioning systems. Briefly, like Omori & Maruyama,
they create an AST and convert it to XML versions which later
used in various model to model or model to text comparisons.
V. CONCLUSION
Findings from studies that are related to traceability and
impact of change topics have provided the first steps of an
overview for designing the synchronization mechanism.
Considered traceability studies indicate that the storage of the
tracing link information has an impact on the workflow and the
durability of the software. For synchronization mechanisms,
two traceability methods have been identified to be in value.
These are conducted thought two major application styles. First
technique achieves traceability by using links that carry the
relation information among code artifact. A second option is to
infer the relations by on the scene analysis of the code artifacts.
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Moreover, two major findings have been deduced from studies
that are related to impact of change analysis. First finding is the
four main points for identifying the types of changes on code
artifacts. This information is useful for defining the aims to be
satisfied during the construction of a mechanism that realizes
the change notification ability. Secondly, definitions for impact
of change provide the analysis of expected outcomes from the
changes. This is important to detect the limited, expected and
exception conditions.
A. Future Work
In further studies, both generation ability and the
synchronization behavior are planned to be researched in detail.
After such an investigation, the aim target is to find solutions to
issues for all the four sub-mechanisms. Later, a complete
design methodology will be constructed by using the findings
from those solution attempts. On the following phases of the
research, a synchronization mechanism is aimed to be designed
and documented with previously defined design methodology.
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